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Inhibition plays an essential role in shaping and
refining the brain’s representation of sensory
stimulus attributes. In primary auditory cortex (A1),
so-called ‘‘sideband’’ inhibition helps to sharpen
the tuning of local neuronal responses. Several
distinct types of anatomical circuitry could underlie
sideband inhibition, including direct thalamocortical
(TC) afferents, as well as indirect intracortical mech-
anisms. The goal of the present study was to charac-
terize sideband inhibition in A1 and to determine its
mechanism by analyzing laminar profiles of neuronal
ensemble activity. Our results indicate that both
lemniscal and nonlemniscal TC afferents play a role
in inhibitory responses via feedforward inhibition
and oscillatory phase reset, respectively. We
propose that the dynamic modulation of excitability
in A1 due to the phase reset of ongoing oscillations
may alter the tuning of local neuronal ensembles
and can be regarded as a flexible overlay on the
more obligatory system of lemniscal feedforward
type responses.
INTRODUCTION
Frequency based encoding is a fundamental feature of the audi-
tory system, starting with the spatial ordering of frequency selec-
tivity along the cochlea and continuing with spatially ordered
projections and topographically organized frequency maps
even beyond primary cortical areas (Merzenich and Brugge,
1973; Kosaki et al., 1997; Kaas and Hackett, 2000). The preva-
lence of frequency based maps in the auditory system suggests
that the extraction of information contained in the frequency
content of auditory stimuli is essential for perception and sensory
guided behavior. The fact that nonprimary auditory areas
surrounding primary cortical fields have degraded topographical
frequency representations (Kaas and Hackett, 2000) seems to
suggest that primary cortical areas play a crucial role in the
frequency based computation of auditory representations,
because topographically organized feature maps are thoughtto enhance the efficiency of feature based computations in
sensory systems (Kaas, 1997).
The orderly and progressive spatial arrangement of tone
frequency neural representations (tonotopic map) is achieved
by activation through direct, spatially organized thalamocortical
(TC) inputs from the ventral subdivision of the medial geniculate
nucleus (MGNv) of the thalamus (Huang and Winer, 2000; Lee
et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2007). It has been shown, however, that
anatomical projections from MGN to auditory cortex are not
organized in a simple point-to-point fashion, as A1 neurons
receive converging inputs from MGN neurons tuned to several
‘‘neighboring frequencies’’ surrounding their best frequency
(BF) (Miller et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2004; Winer and Lee, 2007).
This predicts that the frequency tuning of A1 should be less
sharp than that of MGN, which is not the case (Creutzfeldt
et al., 1980; Miller et al., 2002). Hence it has been proposed
that intracortical inhibition functions to sharpen the broader
pure-tone evoked excitation in A1 in order to enhance response
contrast of the neural representation of frequency (Shamma and
Symmes, 1985; Suga, 1995; Sutter et al., 1999). This proposition
has been supported by pharmacological experiments showing
that the blocking of cortical GABA-mediated inhibition results
in a reduction of frequency selectivity in the auditory cortex
(Wang et al., 2000; Foeller et al., 2001). In addition to electro-
physiological studies, functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) (Tanji et al., 2010) and optical imaging studies (Horikawa
et al., 1996) also indicate suppression of neural activity in
response to tones whose neural frequency representation lies
in proximity to the BF in a given region of A1 (sideband inhibition).
Recent studies have shown that inhibition in A1 can be modu-
lated depending on task demands (Fritz et al., 2003, 2005), and
can be plastically modified so that A1 is preferentially responsive
to behaviorally relevant stimuli (Recanzone et al., 1993; Galindo-
Leon et al., 2009).
Although it is apparent from these studies that sideband
inhibition in the auditory cortex is necessary for the adaptive pro-
cessing of behaviorally-relevant, frequency-specific properties
of an acoustic stimulus, its precise mechanism has not yet
been established. In A1, as in primary somatosensory (Swadlow,
2002; Cruikshank et al., 2007) and visual cortices (Ferster 1988;
Krukowski and Miller 2001), two types of inhibition provide
potential substrates for this effect: (1) feedforward inhibition
mediated by TC afferents from MGNv centered on the granular
layer (Wehr and Zador, 2003, 2005; Zhang et al., 2003; TanNeuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 805
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ated by intracortical connections that are weighted toward the
extragranular layers (Kurt et al., 2008; Moeller et al., 2010).
Besides these lemniscal TC and intracortical routes, nonlemnis-
cal TC afferents (Jones, 1998) have also been implicated in
modulating the excitability of neuronal ensembles in A1 (Lakatos
et al., 2007; 2009). These nonspecific inputs target mainly the
supragranular layers, and seem to be under top-down control.
The suggested mechanism underlying this type of modulation
is the reset of ongoing neuronal oscillations (Sayers et al.,
1974; Makeig et al., 2004; Lakatos et al., 2009). Because these
oscillations reflect the net fluctuation of excitability in a local
neuronal ensemble (reviewed by Young and Eggermont, 2009),
reset to their high excitability phase produces facilitation of
responses to coincident auditory input, while reset to their low
excitability phase can produce a suppression of auditory
responses (Lakatos et al., 2007). While the proposed role of
the first two types of inhibition in A1 is the sharpening of
response timing and frequency tuning, the role of nonspecific
TC inputs appears to be the dynamical control of cortical excit-
ability based on bottom up and top down influences, and
a matching of cortical oscillatory rhythms to those present in
task-relevant stimulus streams (Lakatos et al., 2008; Schroeder
and Lakatos 2009). It is not known whether the frequency
content of auditory stimuli can change the sign of oscillatory
phase reset, and thus whether modulation of neuronal oscilla-
tions plays a role in the frequency tuning of A1.
The purpose of this study was 2-fold: (1) to characterize inhib-
itory responses to pure tones in A1 in laminar profiles of neuronal
ensemble activity; and (2) to examine whether using laminar
recordings we could determine which of the above described
three mechanisms could play a role in sideband inhibition. We
analyzed laminar current source density (CSD) and multiunit
activity (MUA) profiles sampled during multielectrode penetra-
tions of A1 in awake macaque monkeys (Macacca mulatta) in
response to different frequency pure tones.CSDprofiles coupled
with the firing of the local neuronal ensemble (MUA) are an invalu-
able tool in distinguishing between excitatory and inhibitory
conductances underlying field potentials, since they provide
a reliable index of the location and direction of transmembrane
current flow (Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1998). Also, CSD
analysis provides a sensitive measure of synaptic activity even
in cases of subthreshold, modulatory responses like oscillatory
phase reset (see above). Because our recordings sample all
layers simultaneously, we can define and quantify laminar activa-
tion profiles, thus generating evidence regarding the relative
contributions of lemniscal and extralemniscal thalamic inputs,
as well as corticocortical inputs (Schroeder et al., 2003). We
found evidence that while specific feedforward TC afferents
play a role in both excitatory and inhibitory neuronal ensemble
responses, ongoing oscillatory activity is also modulated in
a frequency specific manner by oscillatory phase reset, and the
two types of responses are independent of each other. This
layeredmodulation of excitability in A1 provides a great opportu-
nity for the top down orchestration of excitability across neuronal
ensembles processing different frequencies, so that this cortical
area can serve as a complex spectro-temporal filter in the pro-
cessing of behaviorally relevant acoustic information.806 Neuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.RESULTS
In the present study, we analyzed laminar CSD andMUA profiles
of responses to pure tones ranging from 353.5 Hz to 32 kHz in
half octave intervals obtained with linear array multicontact elec-
trodes from 64 sites in nine awake macaque monkeys. The sites
were distributed evenly along the tonotopic axis of primary audi-
tory cortex, with best frequencies (BF) ranging from 0.3 kHz to
32 kHz. In addition to the typical excitatory response to BF tones
signaled by a phasic-tonic increase of cell firing (Figure 1C, top),
similar to previous studies (Sutter et al., 1999; Lakatos et al.,
2005a; Steinschneider et al., 2008), most A1 sites responded
with a suppression of MUA, signaling inhibition, to at least one
of the pure tones presented at 60 dB SPL in our suprathreshold
tonotopy paradigm (see Experimental Procedures). We found
that 78% of sites (50/64) showed significant poststimulus (15–
40 ms) MUA suppression compared to baseline (50–0 ms) to
at least one of the pure tones presented (dependent t test, p <
0.01). The sites that did not show significant poststimulus
suppression were excluded from further analysis.
Properties of MUA Suppression in Inhibitory Sidebands
Since the suppression of poststimulus MUA was largest in the
granular layer in the case of all inhibitory type responses to
pure tones (Tukey’s test, p < 0.01), we first decided to analyze
granular layerMUA responses. As Figure 1B illustrates, we noted
that inhibition could occur either in response to tones whose
frequency was higher (InhibHi, n = 19), lower (InhibLo, n = 17)
or both higher and lower (InhibHi&Lo, n = 14) than the BF of
a site. These sites were evenly distributed between monkeys.
The sites with inhibitory response to higher frequency tones
had a low BF (0.3–4 kHz), while the BF of sites with inhibitory
responses to low frequency tones was generally high (8–
32 kHz). Sites that responded with inhibition to both low and
high frequency tones had an intermediate BF (4–16 kHz). While
the frequency difference between BF and inhibitory tones was
two octaves on average in the InhibHi (mean = 2 octaves, stan-
dard deviation [SD] = 0.9), and InhibLo groups (mean = 2.3
octaves, SD = 0.88), the average frequency difference between
BF tone and maximal inhibition was about half that in the Inhib-
Hi&Lo group, on average 1.1 octaves (SD = 0.59), indicating
that sites comprising this group were the most sharply tuned
(Figure 1B). While intriguing, this result could be at least partially
due to the relatively sparse sampling of frequencies across
seven octaves in our experiments.
Figure 2A shows that there is a significant difference between
the pooled best frequencies of the three groups while inhibitory
frequencies have considerable overlap. As a consequence,
there is also a clear difference of MUA response onset latency
to BF tones between the inhibitory groups (Figure 2B), since it
has been shown that response onset latency to BF tones
depends on their frequency (Mendelson et al., 1997; Kaur
et al., 2004; Lakatos et al., 2005a). The InhibLo group (highest
BF) has the earliest response onset latency (BF3, mean =
7.7 ms, SD = 1.0), the next earliest is the InhibHi&Lo group
(BF2, mean = 8.3 ms, SD = 0.95) and the group with the longest
BF tone related MUA response onset latency is the InhibHi
group (BF1, mean = 11.9 ms, SD = 2.8). The response onset
Figure 1. Excitatory and Inhibitory Multiunit Activity (MUA) Responses
(A) On the left is a schematic of a linear array multielectrode positioned in primary auditory cortex. To the right is the laminar profile of averaged multiunit activity
(MUA) in response to the BF tone in area A1. For quantitative analyses of the MUA response, the electrode contact with the largest MUA was selected (red trace).
(B) Frequency tuning curves for three representative A1 sites: one displaying an upper inhibitory sideband (blue, InhibHi), one a lower inhibitory sideband (red,
InhibLo), and a third one both an upper and lower inhibitory sideband (green, InhibHi&Lo). Stars denote responses where MUA response amplitudes differ signif-
icantly frombaseline. Boxplots below showpooled frequencies of best frequency (BF) tones and non-BF tones that resulted in the largest inhibition across all sites
that had similar tuning curves (InhibHi [n = 19], InhibLo [n = 17], and InhibHi&Lo [n = 14]).
(C) Averaged MUA responses to BF tones and non-BF tones that resulted in the largest inhibition. The grouping of sites is the same as in (B). Colored lines below
denote time intervals of significant poststimulus MUA amplitude changes.
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MUA onset latencies of the other two groups (Tukey’s test,
p < 0.01).
The lower part of Figure 2B shows the pooled granular MUA
onset latencies of the inhibitory responses in the four inhibitory
sidebands (the InhibHi&Lo group has two inhibitory sidebands).
While there was an apparent frequency dependence of response
onset latencies similar to the pooled BF responses, onset
latencies of the inhibitory sidebands did not differ significantlyfrom one another (Kruskal-Wallis test, p > 0.01), which is not
surprising, since the pooled frequencies of the inhibitory side-
bands have considerable overlap (Figure 2A). It is also apparent
from Figure 2B that while the onset of excitatory (in response to
BF tone) and corresponding inhibitory responses in the InhibLo
and InhibHi&Lo groups are significantly different (inhibition
occurs significantly later) there is no significant difference
between the onset of excitation and inhibition in the InhibHi
group. The consequence of this can be seen in Figure 1C onNeuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 807
Figure 2. Frequency Dependence of Granular MUA Response Onset
(A) Box and whisker plot shows the pooled frequency of tones that resulted in
the largest excitatory (BF) and inhibitory responses. Grouping and nomencla-
ture are the same as in Figures 1B and 1C.
(B) Pooled granular MUA onset latencies for the three BF groups (top) and the
four non-BF inhibitory response groups (bottom). Brackets indicate where the
onset latency of excitatory and inhibitory MUA response is significantly
different across InhibHi, InhibLo, and InhibHi&Lo sites (Tukey’s test, p < 0.01).
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Hi&Lo) there is an excitatory MUA spike (excitatory since in
laminar CSD profiles it was paired with a sink) before the inhibi-
tion occurs, in the InhibHi group excitation is completely abol-
ished by concurrently occurring inhibition.
The initial excitatory response to tones that result in significant
inhibition is probably due to a spread of activation across BF
representations in the cochlea and corresponding TC afferents
by the relatively high intensity sounds (60 dB SPL) used in our
study (Aitkin andWebster, 1972); the effect emerges in the higher
frequency representations of A1 because of the latency advan-
tage of high frequency excitatory responses compared to low
frequency inhibitory ones. This short (5 ms) excitatory MUA
component was present in 14 of 17 inhibitory responses in the
InhibLo group, 9 of 14 recordings in the lower inhibitory side-
band, and in 5 of 14 recordings in the upper inhibitory sideband
of the InhibHi&Lo group. The initial excitation was absent (0/19)
in the InhibHi group. We also determined the timing of maximal
granular MUA inhibition among the four different inhibitory sub-
groupings, which was not significantly different between groups
(Kruskal-Wallis test, p > 0.01): it occurred on average at 23.4 ms
after stimulus onset.808 Neuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.Since one of the mechanisms that have been proposed to
underlie off responses in auditory cortex is a rebound from inhi-
bition, we decided to analyze off responses after on responses
with largest excitation (BF) and inhibition (non-BF). The rationale
was that if this was the case, off responses should be absent
after excitatory responses to BF tones, and we should find an
off response after most inhibitory responses. First we deter-
minedwhether granular layerMUAwas significantly above base-
line after the offset of pure tones in the 115–140 ms time interval
(15–40ms post-offset), and next we verified that the above base-
lineMUA is not due to a ‘‘lingering’’ of the sustained on response,
but rather is a consequence of a phasic MUA increase. We found
that 18 of 50 BF responses (36%) and 22 of 64 non-BF responses
(34%)were followed by an excitatory off response. This indicates
that rather than being merely a consequence of the on response,
off responses might be driven by inputs that are distinct from the
ones activated by sound onset, with mostly nonoverlapping
tuning, as suggested by a recent study (Scholl et al., 2010).
Laminar Profiles of BF versus Non-BF Inhibitory
Responses in A1
After functionally identifying cortical layers in each experiment,
we compared MUA and CSD laminar response profiles to BF
tones and to tones that resulted in the largest inhibition (Figure 3).
While BF tones in all three groups resulted in a significant MUA
increase in all layers, inhibitory responses were signaled by
decreased MUA (examples of a low and high BF site [from the
InhibHi and InhibLo groups respectively] are shown in Figure 3A).
The poststimulus MUA change compared to baseline was
largest in the granular layers in both cases. Analysis of the corre-
sponding CSD profiles in all experiments revealed that as previ-
ously described (Schroeder et al., 2003; Lakatos et al., 2007;
Steinschneider et al., 2008) the BF tone produces activation of
all cortical layers with initial postsynaptic response, a current
sink with concomitant increase in neuronal firing in layer 4,
followed by later responses in extragranular layers. This
sequence of activation, coupled with a source (net outward
transmembrane current flow) over sink (net inward transmem-
brane current flow) in the supragranular layers is typical of an
excitatory ‘‘feedforward’’ or ‘‘driving’’ type activation profile (Fig-
ure 3B, left panels).
In contrast to these types of responses, we found that inhibi-
tory responses were of much lower amplitude (note the different
scales in Figure 3B), and that the pattern of sinks and sources in
the supragranular layer was inverted in the inhibitory responses
compared to excitatory BF responses. The inverted current
flow in all cortical layers reflected by the inverted CSD profiles
compared to excitatory profiles suggests that inhibition to non-
BF pure tones occurs in all cortical layers simultaneously. This
was characteristic of all 50 A1 sites analyzed; however, in
some cases (in the InhibLo and InhibHi&Lo groups) the granular
source associated with the inhibitory responses was preceded
by a short sink concomitant with the excitatory MUA spike
preceding MUA suppression (see above). In addition to an in-
verted sink-source pattern, another key difference between the
BF and non-BF response profiles is that, while the onset of excit-
atory BF responses is significantly earlier in granular than in
supragranular layers (Wilcoxon signed rank, p < 0.01) typical of
Figure 3. MUA and Current Source Density (CSD) Profiles Associated with BF and Non-BF Tones in A1
(A) MUA response profiles from a representative low BF (0.5 kHz, top) and high BF (16 kHz, bottom) site. MUA response profiles to non-BF tones (1.4 kHz and
4 kHz, respectively) in the same sites display suppression that is largest in the granular layers. Note that inhibition seems to be fluctuating (two ‘‘inhibitory’’ peaks,
one at response onset and one 100 ms).
(B) Concomitant current source density (CSD) response profiles. Note that the laminar pattern of sink source pairs is reversed in response to non-BF tones when
compared to BF responses.White arrows shows the supragranular channels with the largest amplitude sink in response to BF tones that were selected for further
analyses in these sites.
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BF responses occur at roughly the same time in granular and
supragranular layers (Figure 4). This suggests that the activation
of supragranular layers in the case of responses to non-BF tones
may not result solely from a hierarchical interlaminar spread of
activation. Rather, this type of laminar response onset profile
indicates the influence of TC inputs that target the upper layers
(nonlemniscal TC inputs), or horizontal inputs from other regions
of A1. Further experimentation will be necessary to clarify this
issue.
The Physiological Mechanism of the Inhibitory
CSD Response
The purpose of our next set of analysis was to determine the
mechanism of the inhibitory CSD response. We wanted to see
if we could establish whether inhibition is dominated by an
evoked type response characterized by a stimulus related CSD
amplitude increase in single trials as in the case of BF responses
(Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009), or a reorganization of ongoing oscil-
latory activity (phase reset). As a first step, we calculated single
trial laminar CSD analytic amplitudes and averaged them across
trials. We found that while as expected, there was a significant
CSD amplitude increase in the response to BF tones, there
was no poststimulus CSD amplitude increase related to inhibi-
tory responses in any of the layers (Figure 5, same examples
as in Figure 3B), despite the organized sink-source pattern
apparent in the averaged CSD profiles (Figure 3B). Poststimulus
CSD amplitude increase was significantly smaller in response to
non-BF tones across all sites compared to CSD amplitudeincrease in response to BF tones (Figure 5, inset). Statistical
comparison of pre- to poststimulus CSD amplitudes (averaged
across all layers) showed a significant increase in the case of
BF responses in all sites (dependent t test, p < 0.01), while in
most cases no significant effects were found in the case of inhib-
itory responses (0/19 in InhibHi, 3/17 in InhibLo and 1/14, and 4/
14 in the InhibHi&Lo group). This suggests that themechanism of
inhibitory responses seen in the averaged laminar profiles (Fig-
ure 3B) is a modulation of ongoing neuronal activity, rather
than increased net transmembrane current flow like in response
to BF tones.
If indeed the mechanism of inhibitory responses is the reset
of ongoing oscillatory activity as we suspect, this should be
reflected by an increased poststimulus phase coherence across
trials (indexed by intertrial coherence [ITC]) in frequency bands
corresponding to the dominant ongoing oscillations in A1 (Laka-
tos et al., 2005b) in the absence of pre- to poststimulus increase
in CSD amplitude (Sayers et al., 1974; Makeig et al., 2004; Shah
et al., 2004). From this point on we do not differentiate between
the three inhibitory groups in the description of results, as none
of the analyzed variables differed significantly between the
groups (p > 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test). Also, since CSD response
amplitude was largest in the supragranular layers, and ongoing/
stimulus related oscillations appear to be coherent across
cortical layers under a wide range of experimental conditions
(Lakatos et al., 2005b, 2008), we selected the supragranular
electrode channel with largest poststimulus activity for further
analysis (white arrows in Figure 3B). This selection is also justi-
fied by earlier findings showing that the excitability of a corticalNeuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 809
Figure 4. Laminar CSD Response Onset in Excitatory (BF) and
Inhibitory Response Profiles
CSD response onset to BF and non-BF (inhibitory) tones in the supragranular
and granular layers of InhibHi (n = 19), InhibLo (n = 13), and InhibHi&Lo (n = 10)
sites. Brackets indicate significant differences between response onset
latencies in the granular and supragranular layers (Wilcoxon signed rank
test, p < 0.01).
Figure 5. CSD Amplitude Profiles
Color maps show averaged single trial CSD amplitude profiles (calculated
using the Hilbert transform), in response to BF and non-BF tones (same
recordings as in Figure 3B). The inset shows the average laminar poststimulus
CSD amplitude increase in all sites in response to BF (n = 50) and non-BF tones
(n = 64).
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nular layers (Lakatos et al., 2005b, 2007, 2008).
To determine whether there was a stimulus related amplitude
change in any of the frequency bands, after wavelet decomposi-
tion, amplitudes of the single trial responses were computed in
several frequency bands ranging from 1 to 100 Hz. Time
frequency maps in Figure 6A show an example for excitatory
(BF) and inhibitory responses from a representative site. It is
apparent that the BF tone causes a large amplitude increase
across the entire spectrumexcept for the low d frequencies, char-
acteristic of an evoked type complex waveform. On the contrary,
we did not find a non-BF tone related amplitude increase in any of
the frequency bands; the poststimulus amplitude trace is almost
an exact match to the prestimulus one. Comparison of the pre-
and poststimulus oscillatory amplitudes in six frequency bands
(1–2.4 Hz; 2.4–4 Hz; 4–10 Hz; 10–15 Hz; 15–25 Hz; 25–60 Hz) re-
vealed no significant poststimulus amplitude change for any of
the inhibitory responses (dependent t test, p < 0.01).
Next we calculated ITC values across the single trials in each
experiment, to determine whether the inhibitory laminar pattern810 Neuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.seen in the average CSD profiles was due to an event-related
phase synchrony across trials. The value of ITC will be 1 in the
extreme case if the oscillatory phase is the same in each trial,
and it will be 0 if the oscillatory phase across trials is random. Fig-
ure 6B shows that while the supragranular response to the BF
tone is characterized by high ITC values across a wide range
of frequencies, typical of an evoked type waveform (Lakatos
et al., 2007, 2009), the inhibitory response is associated with
phase locking (nonrandom phase distribution across trials in-
dexed by higher ITC values) in three distinct frequency bands,
which are the dominant oscillations present in the ongoing (pres-
timulus) neuronal activity (Figure 6A and Lakatos et al., 2005b,
2007). This provides further evidence that phase reset perturbs
the phase of ongoing activity without radically changing its over-
all composition.
The poststimulus ITC peaks in the d (1–4 Hz), q (4–10 Hz), and g
(25–55 Hz) frequency ranges were detectable in all inhibitory
responses, and statistical testing showed that they signaled
nonrandom phase distribution in all cases (Rayleigh p < 0.01).
The mean ITC value was 0.49 (SD = 0.18) in the d, 0.40 (SD =
0.14) in the q, and 0.34 (SD = 0.14) in the g band for 100 single
trials on average (variation between number of trials across
experiments was relatively small, SD = 9.2). As the boxplots in
Figure 6B illustrate, there was no difference between the
frequencies of ITC peaks in the d, q, and g ranges between
responses to BF tones and inhibitory responses (p > 0.01, Wil-
coxon signed-rank test), which indicates that both types of
Figure 6. Oscillatory Properties of BF and Non-BF Responses
(A) Time-frequency maps show the average oscillatory amplitude of wavelet transformed single trials recorded at a supragranular electrode location in response
to BF (left) and non-BF (right) tones. Traces to right of color maps show the pre- (purple) and poststimulus (green) amplitudes (averaged in the100–0 ms and the
0–100 ms time-intervals, respectively).
(B) Time-frequency plots show the inter trial coherence (ITC) for same recordings. White dotted line on color maps shows the time of the mean g ITC peak, blue
traces to the right of color maps show the ITC values at this poststimulus time instant. Boxplots display the pooled frequencies of d (green), q (cyan), and g (red)
ITC peaks across all BF and non-BF sites.
(C) Histograms show single trial poststimulus d, q, and g oscillatory phase distributions associated with BF (right) and non-BF (left) stimuli. Black dotted linesmark
the angular mean of the single trial phases.
(D) Pooled d, q, and gmean oscillatory phase distribution of all sites associated with BF and non-BF stimuli. Angular mean of the mean phases (marked by dotted
lines) are inset.
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tions, even though this cannot be unambiguously shown in the
case of BF responses because of the evoked type response
that results in wideband ITC even in the absence of phase reset
(Lakatos et al., 2009). Taken together, the above results show
that responses to BF tones are mixed—evoked and phase
reset—type, whereas the mechanism of inhibitory responses is
predominantly oscillatory phase reset.
It is well documented that neuronal oscillations reflect
rhythmic changes of excitability in neuronal ensembles (re-
viewed by Young and Eggermont, 2009). Thus, if the phase
ongoing oscillations are reset to is dependent on the frequency
of auditory stimuli, this would aid in sharpening the tuning of
different frequency regions in A1. To examine this possibility,
we decided to compare the poststimulus phase of reset oscilla-
tions in the dominant frequency bands for both BF tone related
and inhibitory responses. To determine the poststimulus time
instant at which to evaluate oscillatory phases, we calculated
the mean timing of the maximum g ITC peak across inhibitory
responses (mean = 23.4 ms, SD = 6.6). Interestingly, we found
that it was not significantly different from the timing of the
mean maximal MUA inhibition (23.46 ms, see above).
Histograms in Figure 6C show poststimulus single trial phase
distributions for d, q, and g oscillations associatedwith excitatory
(left) and inhibitory (right) responses for a representativerecording site. In both response types, there is a clearly signifi-
cant grouping of phases in each frequency band. It is also
apparent that the mean phases of the poststimulus oscillations
(black dotted line on histogram) are significantly different. In
fact oscillations in the BF and non-BF conditions are in
counter-phase, with the exception of the d band. In the case of
BF tone stimulation, the phases are grouped before and around
the negative peak of the oscillations (±p in Figures 6C and 6D),
which has been shown to correspond to the high excitability
phase of ongoing CSD oscillations at this laminar location (Laka-
tos et al., 2005b, 2007). Conversely, single trial oscillatory
phases in the inhibitory response are clustered around the posi-
tive peak that corresponds to the low excitability phase of
ongoing oscillations at this supragranular location. Figure 6D
displays the distribution of pooled mean phases associated
with excitatory (n = 50) and inhibitory responses (n = 64), which
shows a similar pattern. There is significant non-uniform phase
distribution of the mean phases in each frequency band in the
case of responses related to BF tones around the high excit-
ability phase (negative peak) of ongoing oscillations (Rayleigh’s
uniformity tests, p < 0.01). In the case of inhibitory responses
only the mean q phases show a significantly non-uniform distri-
bution around the low-excitability phase (opposite to that in the
excitatory responses). Although there is also apparent grouping
in the distribution of g phases opposite to g phases in theNeuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 811
Figure 7. Delta Oscillatory Entrainment
(A) The distribution of mean d phases in response to BF (upper) and non-BF
(lower) tones, for blocked (left, n = 14) and random (right, n = 36) streams of
pure tones. Black dotted lines show the angular mean of the mean phases.
(B) Averaged supragranular CSD responses to BF (red) and non-BF (blue) pure
tones from an experiment where different frequency pure tones were pre-
sented in separate blocks (blocked), and from an experiment where different
frequency pure tones were presented randomly (random). Note the opposite
sign low frequency prestimulus activity in the blocked case.
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leigh’s uniformity tests, p = 0.06), possibly as a consequence
of response onset variation.
Delta oscillations are somewhat special compared to higher
frequency oscillations in these experiments, since their
frequency overlaps the frequency of stimulus presentation in
our paradigms (stimulus onset asynchrony [SOA]) = 624.5 ms
corresponding to a presentation frequency of 1.6 Hz). This
means that they can entrain to the presentation rate of auditory
stimuli used in our suprathreshold tonotopy paradigm as we
showed previously (Lakatos et al., 2005b). To complicate
matters, while in most experiments we used a tonotopy para-
digm that consisted of a random stream of different frequency
pure tones, in 14 of our 50 (28%) penetrations we delivered
each frequency tone to the subjects in a blocked design. Could
this be a source of the seemingly random phase distribution
observed in Figure 6D?
Figure 7A shows the mean d phase distributions of excitatory
and inhibitory responses for blocked and random streams of
pure tones. It is apparent that in the blocked design, mean
d phases associated with inhibitory non-BF tones are opposite
to mean d phases associated with streams of BF tones, and
are clustered around the low excitability phase. In contrast, in
the remaining 36 experiments where pure tones were delivered
in a random order, d oscillations associated with BF and inhibi-
tory stimuli both entrained to the high excitability phases in812 Neuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.most cases (Figure 7A, right). The mean of the mean d phases
(Figure 7A, dotted black lines) were significantly different
between excitatory and inhibitory responses in the blocked
condition (Fisher’s nonparametric test for the equality of circular
means, p < 0.01). This means that, as the averaged supragranu-
lar waveforms in Figure 7B illustrate, in the case when stimulus
streams are formed by pure tones of the same frequency, supra-
granular d oscillations can entrain to BF and non-BF stimulus
streams with opposing phases. However, if the rhythmic stim-
ulus stream consists of unpredictable frequency stimuli in
a wide frequency range, d oscillations tend to entrain to the stim-
ulus stream with their high excitability phases. Thus it seems
likely that in the case of rhythmic stimuli that consist of a narrow
frequency range, entrained d oscillations act as rhythmical
‘‘filters’’ by enhancing responses to BF and suppressing
responses to non-BF tones. We have to note that the experi-
ments that yielded the data for the present studywere not specif-
ically designed to distinguish between the effects of uniform and
random frequency content in rhythmic stimulus streams on oscil-
latory entrainment. Further studies that parametrically vary the
broadness of the frequency content and stimulation rate are
needed to study the dynamics of this effect, and to decide
whether d oscillations are special in this regard.
Our finding that a phase difference (opposition) of neuronal
oscillations in local neuronal ensembles can occur at distances
as small as 1 mm—which corresponds to approximately an
octave difference in tuning—across all the frequency ranges of
the oscillatory spectrum investigated in the present study indi-
cates that even low frequency (d) oscillations can be fairly local.
To further specify the characteristics of local neuronal oscillatory
activity, one would have to record ongoing and event related
neuronal activity at varying distances simultaneously across
A1. We speculate that while ongoing oscillatory activity may be
independent even at the scale of neighboring cortical columns
(dimensions well under 0.5 mm), the independence of event
related (phase reset) oscillatory activity is restricted by the selec-
tivity of nonspecific thalamocortical inputs, which are known to
project more widely than lemniscal inputs.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we found that 80% of A1 sites respond
with significant MUA suppression to pure tones with frequen-
cies that differ from their preferred frequency (BF). Analysis of
MUA and concomitant CSD laminar response profiles in these
sites revealed that BF tones produced a strong activation of all
cortical layers with an initial postsynaptic response (current sink
with concomitant increase in action potentials) in the granular
layer, followed by later responses in extragranular layers,
typical of an excitatory feedforward or driving type activation
profile (Schroeder et al., 2003; Lakatos et al., 2007).
On the other hand non-BF inhibitory tones produced a weaker
CSD response characterized by a simultaneous activation of
all cortical layers, suggesting—similar to granular layers—
a direct activation of supragranular layers. In addition, the
arrangement of sinks and sources was inverted in the laminar
profiles of inhibitory responses relative to BF responses. Single
trial time frequency analysis of the event-related oscillations
Neuron
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associated with non-BF inhibitory tones were most likely a result
of phase resetting of ongoing oscillations within specific
frequency bands. We also found that while in the mixed
evoked-phase reset type responses to BF tones, oscillations
are reset to high excitability phases, in response to non-BF
tones, ongoing oscillatory activity is generally reset to
opposing, low excitability phases.
Prevalence of Inhibition in Primary Auditory Cortex
We found that 14 of 64 A1 sites (22%) investigated in the
present study did not show a significant poststimulus MUA
suppression to any of the pure tones presented. Even though
we did not find a significant poststimulus inhibition in these
sites, responses to pure tones whose frequency was about
two octaves away from the BF showed the smallest, in most
cases slightly below baseline poststimulus MUA. A potential
reason why we did not find MUA suppression in all A1 sites
investigated is that attention was not engaged during the
presentation of the stimuli. Since it has been shown that the
phase reset of ongoing oscillatory activity is strongly dependent
on stimulus salience (Lakatos et al., 2009), it is likely that if audi-
tory stimuli were made task-relevant, this would result in
stronger phase reset. Our finding that the phase to which
ongoing oscillations are reset to depends on the stimulus
frequency predicts that both inhibition and excitation would
be facilitated under attentive listening conditions, resulting in
sharper tuning. Since attention was not directly manipulated
in our experiments, it remains to be tested in behaving animals
attending to specific frequencies whether the common finding
that frequency tuning in auditory cortex can be modified by
attention (Fritz et al., 2003, 2005; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007;
Kauramaki et al., 2007; Okamoto et al., 2007) is due to this
mechanism.
Similar to prior studies, our results demonstrate that inhibitory
sideband asymmetry depends on the BF, which was suggested
to underlie the topographic organization of FM direction selec-
tivity in primary auditory cortex (Zhang et al., 2003). In addition
to an opposite direction sideband asymmetry, another differ-
ence between sites with low and high BFs is that while in sites
with low BFs, inhibition to high frequency sounds is ‘‘complete,’’
sites with high BF tend to respond with a short excitation to low
frequency sounds before the inhibitory response. This could be
simply an ‘‘artifact’’ of the different response onset latencies
related to low and high frequency stimuli (discussed below),
but it could also serve an important role in the perception of
spectrally complex stimuli, like species specific communication
or speech. If true, this would indicate that similar to functional
differences along the isofrequency axis (Middlebrooks et al.,
1980; Cheung et al., 2001; Read et al., 2002), functional
differences also exist along the tonototopic axis in primary
auditory cortex.
Mechanisms of Inhibitory Responses
Our results show that while the excitation driven by the BF tone
occurs earlier in the granular than in the supragranular layers
indicating a sequential laminar activation, non BF tone-related
inhibition occurs simultaneously across the layers, suggestingparallel activation. This indicates that—at least initially—granular
and supragranular inhibition might occur via different routes and
mechanisms, which we will first discuss separately beginning
with the granular layer.
We found that similar to excitatory responses, inhibitory
response onsets to pure tones also depend on their frequency,
and that in general, inhibitory response onset to a given pure
tone is 3–4 ms later than excitatory response to the same
frequency tone in the granular layer in both MUA and CSD
profiles (Figure 2 and Figure 4), which parallels the delay
between excitation and inhibition reported by Wehr and Zador,
(2003). This suggests that the mechanism of initial granular layer
MUA suppression is feedforward inhibition via specific TC affer-
ents, and the delay is due to the disynaptic nature of the inhibi-
tion, as opposed to the monosynaptic excitatory response.
(Swadlow, 2002; Wehr and Zador, 2003; Zhang et al., 2003;
Tan et al., 2004; Cruikshank et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2008).
How can this mechanism explain that while—as expected
based on the delay of inhibition compared to excitation—there
is always a short excitation preceding inhibition at high
frequency A1 sites, inhibition to high frequency tones in low
frequency sites completely abolishes excitation? A key observa-
tion in this regard is that the difference between the onset of exci-
tation and suppression is on the scale of the difference between
the onset of responses to different frequency BF tones. Another
prerequisite for this finding is that excitation and inhibition are
mediated by TC afferents from different frequency regions of
theMGNv. One way this is possible is if inhibitory receptive fields
in A1 are broader than excitatory ones, like in primary somato-
sensory cortex (Swadlow, 2002). High intensity pure tones, like
the ones used in the present study will activate a considerably
broad area of the cochlear receptor surface around the region
corresponding to the pure tone frequency, which will activate
TC afferents in a relatively wide frequency band (Aitkin and
Webster, 1972). While specific feedforward (layer 4) activation
of the excitatory neurons in a given area is mediated by TC
neurons that match the BF of the site, suppression is mediated
through TC afferents tuned to other frequencies as well. There-
fore, if suppression is activated by TC afferents that are tuned
to higher frequencies and thus are activated faster, this suppres-
sion can completely prevent weaker excitatory responses medi-
ated by lower frequency TC afferents that are ‘‘slower.’’
To summarize, our results confirm that feedforward inhibition
in primary auditory cortex is more broadly tuned than excitation
(Wu et al., 2008), and this results in characteristic interactions of
excitation and inhibition in the neuronal ensemble responses to
non-BF tones that is dependent on the frequency relation of
the non-BF tone to the BF. In theory, the broader tuning of inhib-
itory cell populations could be mediated by a slightly different,
more divergent set of TC inputs than those mediating excitation,
similar to the suggested TC connectivity of the barrel cortex
(Swadlow, 2002), however a recent study in primary auditory
cortex found that the frequency range of TC inputs is similar
between excitatory (regular spiking) and inhibitory (fast spiking)
neurons (Wu et al., 2008). Thus, the broader tuning of feedfor-
ward inhibition that results in the lateral sharpening of frequency
tuning is likely due to less selective outputs: inhibitory neurons
are capable of converting a broader range of synaptic inputNeuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 813
Figure 8. Phase-Triggered Averages of Spontaneous CSD and
Concomitant Recorded MUA
(A) The two phase triggered average profiles were created from spontaneous
activity recorded in the same locations as CSD response profiles in Figure 3
and Figure 5. The phase triggered profiles (starting at the arrow) are the
average of epochs of ongoing activity triggered at phases of supragranular
d, q, and g oscillations that correspond to the mean phase of these oscillations
in the inhibitory responses. The ‘‘baseline’’ (activity preceding the arrows) was
created from averaging randomly selected epochs of ongoing activity.
(B) Laminar profiles of concomitant MUA.
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Mechanisms of Neural Ensemble Inhibition in A1into action potentials than excitatory ones (Cruikshank et al.,
2007).
In a recent study, Atencio and Schreiner (2010) found that
interlaminar differences in temporal and spectral modulation
transfer functions in A1 cannot be explained by a purely sequen-
tial interlaminar flow of information, thus suggesting the influence
of nonlemniscal thalamocortical and/or horizontal inputs on
auditory stimulus processing in A1 cortical columns. Our results
also make the case for this, since we found that response onset
latency to non-BF tones is not significantly different in the gran-
ular and supragranular layers, thus they are not activated
sequentially like in the case of typical feedforward type
responses to BF tones. A second potential route would be acti-
vation through horizontal intracortical inhibitory (Tomioka et al.,
2005) or excitatory (Kurt et al., 2008) connections. However, if
we consider, that in cases where inhibition occurs to higher
frequency tones than the BF, response onset in the supragranu-
lar layers is the same to BF and non-BF tones (InhibHi and Inhib-
HiLo2 in Figure 4), then this route seems unlikely, since it should
result in a more significant delay of the non-BF compared to the
BF response onset (even if we consider that response onset to
a two-octave-higher tone would be 2 ms earlier, resulting in
an earlier activation of horizontal fibers). Thus, the most likely
candidate is the third possible route that is activation of the
supragranular layers by nonspecific (nonlemniscal) TC afferents.
This ‘‘activation’’ as our study revealed results in the frequency
specific reset of ongoing neuronal activity through afferents814 Neuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.that most likely originate in the medial region of the MGN, since
it has been shown that these ‘‘nonspecific’’ thalamic afferents
target mainly supragranular neuronal ensembles (Roger and
Arnault, 1989; Hashikawa et al., 1991; Molinari et al., 1995;
Jones, 1998; Huang and Winer, 2000).
We can only speculate about the mechanism that enables
frequency specificity of the phase (high versus low excitability)
ongoing oscillations are reset to. We think that this mechanism
is most likely thalamic, for the reason that the thalamus seems
to be a better strategic location to orchestrate the coherent
activity of neuronal populations across A1 than an intracortical
mechanism. We also speculate that switching between an excit-
atory and inhibitory type phase reset in response to different
frequency tones might involve the reticular nucleus of the thal-
amus (TRN) since this structure is the major source of inhibition
to the MGN (Guillery et al., 1998; Crabtree, 1998). If this would
be the case, the rich connections of the TRN with prefrontal
cortical areas (Zikopoulos and Barbas, 2006) could explain
how top-down influences are able to modulate the strength of
oscillatory phase reset (Lakatos et al., 2009).
New techniques, such as the lentivirus mediated expression of
photosensitive ion channels (Cruikshank et al., 2010) selectively
in nonspecific thalamocortically projecting neurons might
provide invaluable information about the anatomical substrates
of oscillatory phase reset of sensory oscillations in the near
future. Selective pharmacological silencing of intracortical
activity in a given A1 region (with the GABAA receptor agonist
muscimol, similar to Happel et al. [2010]) could also help to
disentangle the contribution of horizontal and nonspecific thala-
mocortical inputs in responses to non-BF tones.We suggest that
to achieve this, one would have to selectively silence a region of
A1 where a given pure tone results in evoked type (lemniscal)
activity, and record the neuronal activity of an A1 site that is unaf-
fected by the muscimol effect. The reason for this is that
a complete muscimol blockade of A1 would eliminate intracorti-
cally evoked activity, but would also abolish ongoing neuronal
oscillations, thus oscillatory phase reset. In contrast, the selec-
tive silencing of the A1 region receiving lemniscal activation in
response to a given frequency pure tone would effectively block
the spread of ‘‘specific activity,’’ while still enabling modulation
of cortical activity through nonspecific thalamocortical inputs in
regions unaffected by pharmacological manipulation.
It is important to note that while oscillatory phase reset is most
prevalent in the supragranular layers, the phase of ongoing
supragranular oscillations reflects excitability changes in all
laminae of cortical processing units (Lakatos et al., 2005b,
2007, 2008). This is illustrated by Figure 8, which shows the
phase triggered (gray arrows) averages of spontaneous CSD
for two A1 sites. To facilitate comparison to the ‘‘real’’ inhibitory
responses, these sites are the same as in Figure 3, and we
created a ‘‘baseline’’ from randomly selected spontaneous
epochs. The corresponding laminarMUAprofiles showa remark-
able similarity to the ‘‘real’’ inhibitory responses, clearly estab-
lishing the possibility that inhibitory responses can emerge as
a result of pure phase resetting of neuronal oscillations. Of
note is that theMUA ‘‘suppression’’ related to the low excitability
phase of ongoing oscillations is largest in the granular layer
compared to MUA related to random ongoing activity (baseline),
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just as it occurs in the inhibitory responses that we directly
measured at these sites. In both cases there are two MUA
suppression peaks, one at stimulus onset and one 100 ms
separated by a time period where MUA seems to return to base-
line, suggesting a cyclical modulation 10 Hz, which roughly
corresponds to the wavelength of the dominant q oscillation
that is reset by auditory inputs.
These considerations suggest that—for reasons detailed
above—there is undoubtedly an initial inhibitory component
related to specific feedforward TC pathways, the bulk of the
inhibitory response, especially that after the early part of the
response, is due to the phase reset of ongoing supragranular
oscillations inA1. Selective blockadeof nonspecific thalamocort-
ical inputs could provide definitive proof for this hypothesis. Note
that even though we used the lower supragranular electrode site
to ‘‘trigger’’ epochs of spontaneous activity at specific phases of
ongoing (Figure 8), a sink-source pattern can be seen throughout
all cortical laminae, indicating that CSD activity across the cortex
is—at least to some degree—coherent or coupled to each other,
as suggested by previous studies (Sakata and Harris 2009). Even
the related MUA across all layers is either enhanced or sup-
pressed simultaneously. Resetting cortical oscillations to a low
excitability phase (present data) can aid specific feed forward
inhibition and temporally extend its effects by lowering the
membrane potential of excitatory neuronal populations, thereby
tilting the balance of concurrently occurring specific TC input
generated excitatory/inhibitory processes toward inhibition,
and effectively preventing an excitatory response.
The intriguing finding that d oscillations entrained differently to
rhythmically presented stimulus streams based on the composi-
tion of the streams (narrow versus wideband frequency content)
indicates that concurrent with stimulus selection (Lakatos et al.,
2008), entrained slow oscillations might play an important role in
auditory stream segregation. Our results indicate the reset and
entrainment of ongoing oscillatory activity by auditory inputs
can be frequency specific, we propose that neuronal oscillations
in A1 can ‘‘track’’ frequency and timing in attended auditory
streams simultaneously. By arranging high excitability phases
to coincide with key events in attended stimulus streams in
both frequency (across A1) and time, attended streams get
amplified and segregated along the two arguably most funda-
mental organizing dimensions in auditory processing. As
a ‘‘bonus,’’ streams that do not closely match either in frequency
or time get suppressed by the low excitability phase of the en-
trained oscillations. To achieve this, oscillations would have to
be simultaneously orchestrated (via phase reset and entrain-
ment) across A1 by frequency specific inputs, which could be
verified by multiple site recordings across A1.
Conclusions
Our findings outline a dual mechanism of inhibition in A1. While
one mechanism is mediated by specific, lemniscal thalamocort-
ical inputs targeting layer 4, the other involves nonspecific thala-
mocortical inputs targeting the supragranular layers. This latter
mechanism involving the phase reset of ongoing oscillations is
more dynamic and, based on earlier studies, has the potential
to change the strength and possibly even shift the tuning of localneuronal ensembles in A1. Along with modulating excitability
locally, this dynamic overlay of ongoing oscillatory activity is an
ideal candidate for the orchestration of neuronal activity across
A1 when processing complex auditory scenes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
We analyzed electrophysiological data recorded during 64 penetrations of
area A1 of the auditory cortex of nine macaques (M. mulatta), who had been
prepared surgically for chronic awake electrophysiological recordings. No
monkeys were used exclusively for this study; rather, they were all assigned
to other primary experiments. Because all of our auditory cortex experiments
require functional identification of recording sites using a battery of pure tone
and broadband noise stimuli (see below), the data generated by these routine
methodological procedures were available for the analyses described in the
current study. The subjects were kept in an alert state during the recordings
by interacting with them in the breaks between stimulus blocks, however,
they were not required to attend or respond to the auditory stimuli. Laminar
profiles of field potentials (EEG) and concomitant population action potentials
(multiunit activity or MUA) were obtained using linear array multi-contact elec-
trodes (24 contacts, 100 mm intercontact spacing). One-dimensional current
source density (CSD) profiles were calculated from the local field potential
profiles using a three-point formula for estimation of the second spatial deriv-
ative of voltage.
The auditory stimuli presented through free field speakers were seven
different frequency pure tones ranging from 500 to 32,000 kHz in one octave
steps in separate blocks (14 of 50 experiments), or a pseudorandom train of
14 different frequency pure tones ranging from 353.5 Hz to 32 kHz in half-
octave steps, and a broadband noise burst (BBN) at 60 dB SPL (duration:
100 ms, r/f time: 4 ms, ISI = 767, n = 1400). After selective averaging of the
CSD and MUA responses to the different frequency pure tones and BBN,
we determined the BF of the recording site. Utilizing the BF-tone related
laminar CSD profile, the functional identification of the supragranular, granular,
and infragranular cortical layers in area A1 is straightforward based on our
earlier studies (see Figure 3B) (Schroeder et al., 1998; Lakatos et al., 2005a,
2007).
For quantitative analysis of event related MUA amplitudes, the electrode
contact with the largest BF tone-related MUA was selected, which was found
to always reside in the granular layer (red trace in Figure 1A). To determine if
a site displayed significant inhibition, single trial mean MUA amplitudes were
calculated for the 15–40 ms time window (the transient part of the responses)
(Steinschneider et al., 2008) on this channel, and compared to the baseline
(50–0 ms) (dependent t test, p < 0.01). To determine MUA response onset
latencies, the same granular electrode was used and response onset was
defined as the earliest significant (>2 SD units) deviation of the averagedwave-
forms from their baseline (50–0 ms), that was maintained for at least 5 ms. In
the case of inhibitory responses, the onset of inhibition was determined by only
taking negative direction MUA changes into account. The analysis of CSD
onset latencies (Figure 4) was performed similarly on two selected channels,
one from supragranular and one from the granular layers. These electrode
channels were selected based on which site had the largest amplitude sink
in these layers in response to BF tones. When determining the onset of inhib-
itory responses, we only considered positive data points (sources that can
reflect net outward transmembrane current) in the 0–30 ms poststimulus
time interval. In eight sites (from the InhibLo [n = 4] and InhibHi&Lo [n = 4]
groups), CSD activity did not reach a significantly above baseline level in the
0–30-ms time interval, thus the inhibitory response onset could not be
determined.
To extract auditory event related CSD amplitudes (Figure 5), we calculated
the analytic amplitude of the single trial CSD signals for the entire pass-band
using the Hilbert transform. To statistically evaluate whether stimulus related
responses resulted in a difference between prestimulus and poststimulus
CSD amplitude, we averaged the single trial analytic CSD amplitude across
all cortical layers, and then compared these variables averaged in the presti-
mulus (50–0 ms) and poststimulus (0–50 ms) time intervals within experi-
ments using dependent t tests (p < 0.01).Neuron 69, 805–817, February 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 815
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itant MUA in Figure 8, in nonoverlapping 2 s segments of spontaneous activity
we determined the time points that most closely corresponded to the combi-
nation of mean d, q, and g oscillatory phases measured in real inhibitory
responses (Figure 6C). Designating these time-points as triggers (Figure 8,
arrows), we created 100 epochs from the spontaneous CSD and concomitant
MUA and averaged them. To simulate a baseline where oscillatory phase is
random, we also created 100 epochs ending at randomly selected time-points
from the same spontaneous CSD and MUA recordings, and attached these
epochs in front of the phase triggered ones (CSD and MUA preceding the
arrows in Figure 8).
Details of the surgery, electrophysiology, and data analysis are described in
the Supplemental Information available online.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2011.01.012.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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